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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate a particular class of finite p-groups and
their extension groups. These p-groups have appeared before in the
Ž w x.literature see 1 , but the main contribution of this paper is the determi-
nation of their character degrees, conjugacy class sizes, and, in some cases,
their normal subgroups. These groups are of interest for two main reasons:
Ž .i There are some remarkable connections among the character degrees,
the class sizes, and the upper and lower central series of these p-groups;
Ž .and ii these p-groups have some very interesting solvable extension
groups, including many examples of odd-order groups possessing proper-
ties never before observed in groups of odd order.
Ž .Following standard notation, we write Irr G to denote the set of all
Ž .complex irreducible characters of a finite group G, and we let cd G
Ž . Ž .denote the set of degrees of the members of Irr G . We also write dl G to
denote the derived length of G. For integers a and b, we denote their
Ž .greatest common divisor by gcd a, b .
Ž .Our class of p-groups will be denoted by P q, e s P , where q is an n
Ž .prime power, e G 2, and n G 1. We impose the conditions gcd e, n! s 1
Ž . Ž .and gcd e, q y 1 s 1 on the three defining parameters of P q, e . Onen
can see that there are still many ways to choose the three parameters while
satisfying these two conditions. We shall see that these groups have order
< Ž . < enP q, e s q and nilpotence class n. The upper and lower central seriesn
Ž .of P q, e coincide, and so from now on we will often refer to these jointlyn
as the central series. Each of the n central factors is naturally isomorphic to
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the additive group of the finite field of order q e. The derived length of
Ž .P q, e is log n q 1 , which is precisely as large as possible, given theŽ .n 2
Ž .nilpotence class. Some other key information about P q, e is as follows:n
n eq y 1 q y 1Ž . Ž .
Irr P q , e s 1 q ,Ž .Ž .n q y 1
iey1Conjugacy class sizes: q i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 ,Ž .½ 5
iŽ ey1.r2Irreducible character degrees: q i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 .Ž .½ 5
Ž .The sets of class sizes and character degrees of P q, e are both geometricn
progressions, and the set of character degrees is equal to the set of square
roots of the class sizes. This is a remarkable property and is surely very
Žrare. In fact we are not aware of any other examples of groups satisfying
.this property in a nontrivial way. But even more can be said: The
multiplicities of the class sizes and of the character degrees match up in the
sense just described. More precisely, the number of conjugacy classes of
Ž ey1. isize q is equal to the number of irreducible characters of degree
Ž Ž ey1.r2 . iq , for 0 F i F n y 1.
There is also a noteworthy relationship between the central series of
Ž .P q, e and its class sizes and character degrees. For any nonidentityn
Ž .conjugacy class K and any nonprincipal irreducible character x of P q, e ,n
the size of the class and the degree of the character depend only on where
that class or character is located with respect to the central series of
Ž .P q, e s P . In particular, for 0 F i F n y 1 we haven n
i
ey1< <K s q if K : Z P and K › Z P ,Ž . Ž .Ž . iq1 n i n
i
Ž .ey1 r2x 1 s q if Z P : ker x and Z P › ker x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ny iy1 n nyi n
Ž .In Section 2 we construct P q, e as a certain subgroup of the group ofn
Ž e.units in a truncated skew-polynomial ring R over the finite field GF q ,
and determine structural information about the group. The group of units
Ž e . Ž .in R also contains a cyclic subgroup C of order c s q y 1 r q y 1 . The
Ž .action of C on P q, e is a Frobenius action, and provides additionaln
Ž .information on the structure of P q, e , which plays a crucial role in then
Ž .later determination of the set of character degrees of P q, e .n
In Section 5 we study the solvable extension group P CG of order q ence,n
Ž . Ž e.where G is the Galois group of the field extension GF q : GF q . The
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main result of this section is the determination of the set of irreducible
character degrees of P CG asn
iŽ ey1.r2 4cd P CG s 1, e j c q i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 ,Ž . Ž .½ 5n
under the added assumption that e is prime. The group P CG has Fittingn
< Ž . <height 3, derived length log n q 1 q 2, and satisfies cd P CG s nŽ .2 n
Ž .q 2. One of our two arithmetic conditions mentioned earlier on the
Ž . Ž e . Ž .defining parameters of P q, e implies that c s q y 1 r q y 1 is al-n
ways an odd number, and so the group P CG has odd order if and only ifn
the parameters are chosen with e and q both odd. We now highlight some
rather special situations which occur in these groups.
For n s 1, the group P CG is isomorphic to a group of affine semilinear1
Ž e. Ž .transformations over the field GF q , and it satisfies dl P CG s1
< Ž . <cd P CG s 3. For n s 2, we have1
dl P CG s cd P CG s 4.Ž . Ž .2 2
Not many families of examples of finite solvable groups with 4 character
degrees and derived length 4 are known, but we see that the groups P CG2
Ž .are indeed such a family, and this family includes for the first time many
groups of odd order. For n s 4, we note that the groups P CG provide the4
first known examples of odd order groups satisfying
dl P CG s 5, cd P CG s 6.Ž . Ž .4 4
Finally, in Section 6 we determine the full set of normal subgroups of
Ž .P p, e , where we have restricted the prime power q to be a prime p. Ourn
Ž .reasons for including this section are: i With the knowledge of the class
Ž .sizes and the character degrees of P p, e , it was possible to find all of itsn
Ž .normal subgroups with relatively little extra effort, and ii the description
which results is interesting and easy to state. For now, however, we wish to
say that the only ``hard-to-see'' normal subgroups turn out to be kernels of
Ž .nonlinear irreducible characters of P p, e .n
Note Added in Proof
After the submission of this paper in July 1997, the author became
aware of two other very recent papers whose content overlaps most of the
content of Sections 2]4 in this paper. Our goal and approach in this paper,
however, differ from that of the other authors in their works. We now
identify these papers.
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A. Hanaki, A condition on the lengths of conjugacy classes and charac-
Ž .ter degrees, Osaka J. Math. 33 1996 , 207]216.
A. Hanaki and T. Okuyama, Groups with some combinatorial proper-
Ž .ties, Osaka J. Math. 34 1997 , 337]356.
2. CONSTRUCTION
The first lemma is well known.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a ring with 1 and let J s J R be its Jacobson
radical.
Ž .i The coset 1 q J is a subgroup of the group of units of R.
Ž . u ¤ii If x g J and y g J , where u and ¤ are positi¤e integers, then the
wŽ . Ž .x Ž . uq¤q1group commutator 1 q x , 1 q y ’ 1 q xy y yx mod J .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Part i is completely standard. For ii , note that
1 q x , 1 q y y 1Ž . Ž .
y1 y1s 1 q x 1 q y 1 q x 1 q y y 1 q y 1 q xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s 1 q z xy y yxŽ . Ž .
’ xy y yx mod J uq¤q1 ,
Ž .y1Ž .y1where we have written 1 q x 1 q y s 1 q z for some element
Ž .z g J, using i .
We now construct the truncated skew-polynomial ring R. For a fixed
Ž . Ž e.prime power q and an integer e G 2, let F s GF q and let E s GF q .
Ž . ² : q  4Let Gal ErF s s , where s : a ‹ a for a g E. Let E X denote the
skew-polynomial ring in the indeterminate X, with coefficients in E. In
 4other words, the elements of E X are ``polynomials'' of the form a q0
a X q ??? qa X k with a g E, but we do not assume that X commutes1 k i
with the coefficients. Instead we impose the relation Xa s a s X for
Ž .a g E. It is well known that this does define a ring. Next, fix an integer
nq1  4  4 nq1n G 1 and note that X E X s E X X , and that this object is a
Ž . Ž nq1.  4 Ž nq1.two-sided ideal which we denote by X . Let R s E X r X and
let x denote the image of X in R under the natural homomorphism.
Every element of R is thus uniquely of the form a q a x q ??? qa x n,0 1 n
< < < < nq1 eŽnq1. nq1 swith a g E, and R s E s q . Also, x s 0 and xa s a xi
for a g E. Note that xR s Rx is a nilpotent ideal and that RrxR ( E.
Ž . k k kThus xR s J R and we write xR s J. We have J s x R s Rx and we
see that J n / 0 while J nq1 s 0.
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Ž . ŽWe now define the group P q, e as the subgroup 1 q J in then
. =situation of Lemma 2.1 of the group R of units in R. In other words,
2 nP q , e s 1 q J s 1 q a x q a x q ??? qa x a g E ,Ž .  4n 1 2 n i
< Ž . < en Ž .and so P q, e s q and P q, e is a p-group, where p is the uniquen n
prime divisor of q. In this paper we shall often write P as an abbreviationn
Ž .for P q, e , but it should be understood that the parameters q and e aren
fixed and essential in the definition of the group. For integers u G 1,
u u uq1 n1 q J s 1 q a x q a x q ??? qa x a g E 4u uq1 n i
is a subgroup, and
P s 1 q J ) 1 q J 2 ) ??? ) 1 q J n ) 1 q J nq1 s 1.n
Since each element s g 1 q J u is uniquely of the form s s 1 q a x u q y
with a g E and y g J uq1, we can define the map C : 1 q J u “ E byu
Ž . uC s s a . In fact, C is a homomorphism from 1 q J onto the additiveu u
group of E. To see this, let s, t g 1 q J u and write s ’ 1 q a x u and
u uq1 Ž . u uq1t ’ 1 q b x mod J . Then st ’ 1 q a q b x mod J and so
C st s a q b s C s q C t .Ž . Ž . Ž .u u u
Ž . uq1 Ž u. Ž uq1.Note that ker C s 1 q J and that 1 q J r 1 q J is naturallyu
isomorphic to the additive group of E.
LEMMA 2.2. Let u and ¤ be positi¤e integers. Then the group commutator
w u ¤ x uq¤1 q J , 1 q J : 1 q J .
u ¤ Ž .Furthermore, if u q ¤ F n and s g 1 q J and t g 1 q J with C s s au
Ž . Žw x. s u s ¤and C t s b , then C s, t s ab y ba .¤ uq¤
Proof. We have s ’ 1 q a x u mod J uq1 and t ’ 1 q b x¤ mod J ¤q1,
and so by Lemma 2.1 we have
w x u ¤ ¤ u uq¤q1s, t ’ 1 q a x b x y b x a x mod J .Ž .
Since x ub s b s ux u and x¤a s a s ¤x¤, we have
w x s u s ¤ uq¤ uq¤q1s, t ’ 1 q ab y ba x mod J .Ž .
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w x uq¤ Žw x.Note that s, t g 1 q J . In case u q ¤ F n this says that C s, t suq¤
u ¤s sab y ba , as claimed.
One immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2 is that the subgroup 1 q J n
Ž .is central in P q, e s 1 q J, a fact which comes from setting u s n andn
Ž n.¤ s 1 in the lemma. Note also that the factor group P r 1 q J isn
naturally isomorphic to the group P . The next two lemmas are well-ny1
known facts from elementary number theory, and their proofs are omitted.
Ž Ž eLEMMA 2.3. Let q ) 1 and e G 1 be integers. Then gcd q y 1, q y
. Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž e1 r q y 1 s gcd q y 1, e . Moreo¤er, if gcd q y 1, e s 1, then q y
. Ž .1 r q y 1 is odd.
LEMMA 2.4. Let q ) 1 be an integer, let a and b be positi¤e integers, and
Ž . Ž a b . dwrite d s gcd a, b . Then gcd q y 1, q y 1 s q y 1.
For the remainder of this paper let us assume that all prime divisors of e
Ž Ž . .exceed n equivalently, gcd e, n! s 1 . One useful consequence of this
Ž . ² : ² u:assumption is that Gal ErF s s s s for each integer u such that
1 F u F n, since this Galois group is cyclic of order e. From now on we
Ž .shall also assume that gcd e, q y 1 s 1, which, in view of Lemma 2.3,
Ž Ž e . Ž .. =gives us gcd q y 1, q y 1 r q y 1 s 1. The multiplicative group E is
cyclic of order q e y 1, and therefore has a unique subgroup of order
Ž e . Ž . Ž .c s q y 1 r q y 1 this is an odd number, by Lemma 2.3 , which we
= = < =<denote by C. But we also have F : E with F s q y 1, and so by
coprimality E=s F== C. In what follows, we identify C with the subgroup
C ? 1 of the unit group R=, and we work inside R.
Ž . Ž . u=THEOREM 2.5. i C : N P and 1 q J is C-in¤ariant for all inte-R n
gers u satisfying 1 F u F n q 1.
Ž .ii P C is a Frobenius group, with kernel P and complement C.n n
Proof. Let 1 / s g P and g g C. Then s s 1 q a x u q y for somen
unique nonzero element a g E, integer u with 1 F u F n, and element
y g J uq1. Since x ug s g s ux u we have
gy1sg s 1 q agy1g s ux u q gy1 yg .
y1 u Ž . y1We see that g sg g 1 q J , and this proves i . If s s g sg then this
y1 s u Ž y1 uq1. Ž u.= Ž .=forces g g s 1 since g yg g J and so g g Fix s s Fix s s
= = Ž .F . Hence g s 1, since F l C s 1, and now ii is proved.
Since F : E is a finite-degree extension of fields, we may view E as an
e-dimensional vector space over F. For each element a g E, the mapping
w : E “ E defined by b ‹ ba is an F-linear operator.a
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LEMMA 2.6. Let a g E and let W be a w -in¤ariant F-subspace of E. Leta
Ž .F a denote the subfield of E generated by a o¤er F. Then W is actually an
Ž . Ž . < Ž . < Ž .F a -subspace of E. In particular, dim W s F a : F dim W .F F Ža .
Ž . w x w xProof. Note that F a s F a , where F a denotes the set of all
polynomials in a with coefficients in F. By hypothesis, W is closed under
addition and under scalar multiplication by elements of F and by the
element a . Hence W is closed under scalar multiplication by all elements
Ž .of F a .
n  n < 4Recall that the subgroup 1 q J s 1 q a x a g E is central inn n
P s 1 q J and is naturally isomorphic to the additive group of E, and son
we may view it as an e-dimensional vector space over F. We now introduce
the term central hyperplane to refer to any subgroup of 1 q J n that
Ž .corresponds to an e y 1 -dimensional F-subspace of E.
THEOREM 2.7. The group C regularly permutes the set of all central
Ž .hyperplanes of P q, e .n
n n y1Ž n.Proof. Given 1 q a x g 1 q J and g g C, we have g 1 q a x g s
1 q agy1g s nx n. Let H be a central hyperplane fixed by g , and write
s ny1 Ž .e s g . Viewing H as a w -invariant, e y 1 -dimensional F-subspacee
< Ž s ny1 . <of E, we apply Lemma 2.6 to H, which tells us that F g : F divides
Ž . < Ž s ny1 . < < <dim H s e y 1. But we also have that F g : F divides E : F s e.F
Ž s ny1 . s ny1 =Hence we have F g s F, which says that g g F . But also
g s
ny1 s g q ny1 g C, and since F=l C s 1, we have g q ny1 s 1, which
Ž . n Ž . etells us that o g divides q y 1. But o g also divides q y 1 since
= e Ž . Ž n eg g E , which is cyclic of order q y 1. Hence o g divides gcd q y 1, q
. < < Ž e . Ž . Ž .y 1 s q y 1. But in fact g g C with C s q y 1 r q y 1 , and so o g
Ž e . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž e . Ždivides q y 1 r q y 1 . Hence o g divides gcd q y 1, q y 1 r q y
..1 s 1, and so g s 1. We have now proved that C permutes the central
hyperplanes semiregularly. But the number of central hyperplanes being
eŽ . Ž . < <permuted is q y 1 r q y 1 s C , and so the action is regular.
² :Lemma 2.2 suggests that we study the map , : E = E “ E defined
² : s u s ¤by a , b s ab y ba for fixed u, ¤ G 1 with u q ¤ F n. Note that
this map is F-bilinear.
² : ² :LEMMA 2.8. If 0 / a g E, then each of E, a and a , E is an
F-hyperplane in E.
² :Proof. We show that a , E is an F-hyperplane of E. Consider the
q u q¤ ² :F-linear map h : b ‹ ab y ba . To show that a , E is an F-hyper-a
Ž .plane of E, it suffices to show that ker h is one-dimensional as ana
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F-subspace. Observe that
u ¤q y1 q y1ker h s b g E ab b y a s 0Ž .  4Ž .a
u ¤= q y1 q y1 4s 0 j b g E b s a . 4
= Ž . Ž .Note that if d g F and g g C, then by F-linearity ker h s ker h anddg g
so we may assume that a g C and so a q¤y1 g C. Also, by F-linearity, for
= Ž . Ž .d g F and g g C we see that dg g ker h if and only if g g ker h .a a
Hence
u ¤ u ¤= q y1 q y1 = q y1 q y1< <b g E b s a s F ? g g C g s a . 4  4
Ž . Ž .Since 1 F u F n and gcd e, n! s 1, we have that gcd u, e s 1, and so
Ž u e . Ž u < <.gcd q y 1, q y 1 s q y 1, by Lemma 2.4. Note that gcd q y 1, C
Ž u e . < <divides gcd q y 1, q y 1 s q y 1 and also divides C . It follows that
Ž u < <. < <gcd q y 1, C s 1, since C and q y 1 are relatively prime.
Thus the mapping g ‹ g q uy1 is a permutation on C. Hence there exists
u ¤q y1 q y1 < Ž . <g g C unique such that g s a . Therefore ker h s q.a
LEMMA 2.9. Let H and H denote a pair of distinct central hyperplanes1 2
of P . Then their product H H is equal to 1 q J n.n 1 2
Proof. The subgroup H H corresponds to the sum of two distinct1 2
nF-hyperplanes of 1 q J .
Given any integer u such that 1 F u F n and any nonzero element
Ž . u uq1 Ž .a g E, we now define the subgroup S a s 1 q Fa x q J of P q, e .u n
uq1 Ž . u Ž . Ž uq1.Note that 1 q J : S a : 1 q J and that S a r 1 q J corre-u u
Ž u. Ž uq1.sponds to the one-dimensional F-subspace of 1 q J r 1 q J gener-
Ž . Ž . y1ated by a . It is clear that S a s S b if and only if ab g F.u u
THEOREM 2.10. Let u be an integer such that 1 F u F n. Then the group
 Ž . < 4C regularly permutes the set S s S a 0 / a g E .u u
Proof. Recall from Theorem 2.5 that 1 q J uq1 and 1 q J u are both
invariant under the action of C. For g g C, we see that
gy1S a g s 1 q Fagy1g s ux u q J uq1 s S agy1g s u .Ž . Ž .u u
Ž .Thus C permutes the members of S . Now assume that g fixes S a .u u
This gives us gy1g s
u g F. But also gy1g s u g C, and from F=l C s 1 we
s u Ž u. Ž .have g s g . Hence g g Fix s s Fix s s F, and since g g C, we
conclude that g s 1, again using the fact that F=l C s 1. This proves
that the action of C on S is semiregular. But the members of S areu u
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clearly in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all one-dimensional
< < Ž e . Ž . < <F-subspaces of E. Hence S s q y 1 r q y 1 s C , and so the actionu
is in fact regular.
THEOREM 2.11. Fix any integer u such that 1 F u F n y 1 and define the
² : ² : s u s ny umap , : E = E “ E by g , d s gd y dg . Let s, t g P suchn
that s ’ 1 q a x u and t ’ 1 q b x u mod J uq1, and such that a and b are
both nonzero elements of E. Let T be a subgroup of P such that 1 q J uq1 :n
T : 1 q J u.
Ž . w Ž . nyu x w nyu x ² : ni S a , 1 q J s s, 1 q J s 1 q a , E x is a centralu
hyperplane.
Ž . w Ž . nyu x w Ž . nyu x Ž .ii S a , 1 q J s S b , 1 q J if and only if S a su u u
Ž .S b .u
Ž . w nyu x w nyu x y1iii s, 1 q J s t, 1 q J if and only if ab g F.
Ž . y1 w nyu x niv Assume s, t g T and ab f F. Then T , 1 q J s 1 q J .
Ž . < uq1 < w nyu x nv If T : 1 q J ) q, then T , 1 q J s 1 q J .
Proof. For any element r g 1 q J nyu we may write r ’ 1 q g x nyu
nyuq1 w x Ž q u q ny u. nmod J . By Lemma 2.2 we have s, r s 1 q ag y ga x , so
nyu ² : nw xs, 1 q J s 1 q a , E x ,
² :and of course this is a central hyperplane. Now, by the F-linearity of , ,
nyu n n² : ² :S a , 1 q J s 1 q Fa , E x s 1 q a , E x ,Ž .n
Ž . w Ž . nyu x w Ž . nyu xproving i . Now assume that S a , 1 q J s S b , 1 q J . Byu u
Ž .g Ž .Theorem 2.10 there exists an element g g C such that S a s S b .u u
Hence
gnyu nyu nyuS a , 1 q J s S b , 1 q J s S a , 1 q JŽ . Ž . Ž .u u u
gnyus S a , 1 q J .Ž .u
Ž . w Ž . nyu xBy i we see that S a , 1 q J is a central hyperplane, and is fixed byu
Ž . Ž .g g C. But now Theorem 2.7 forces g s 1, and so S a s S b . Theu u
Ž . Ž . Ž .reverse implication for ii is trivial. Statement iii follows easily from i
Ž . Ž . uand ii . For iv , note that from T : 1 q J and Lemma 2.2 we have
w nyu x w u nyu x nT , 1 q J : 1 q J , 1 q J : 1 q J .
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w nyu x w nyu xOn the other hand, we have H s s, 1 q J : T , 1 q J and H s1 2
w nyu x w nyu x y1 Ž .t, 1 q J : T , 1 q J , and since ab f F, iii tells us that H1
and H are distinct central hyperplanes. Now Lemma 2.9 implies that2
n w nyu x Ž .1 q J s H H : T , 1 q J , and now iv is proved. Finally, statement1 2
Ž . Ž .v follows easily from iv .
If u is an integer such that 1 F u F n y 1, then by Theorem 2.10 the
 Ž . < 4group C regularly permutes the set S s S a 0 / a g E , and byu u
Theorem 2.7 the group C regularly permutes the set H of central hyper-
Ž . Ž . wplanes of P q, e . The mapping u : S “ H defined by u S s S, 1 qn u
nyu x Ž .J , for S g S , is well-defined by Theorem 2.11 i and is one-to-one byu
Ž . < < < < < <Theorem 2.11 ii . Since S s C s H , this mapping is a bijection. Nowu
since 1 q J nyu is a C-invariant subgroup, the group C regularly permutes
Ž .the set of ordered pairs S, H such that S g S and H g H and H su
w nyu xS, 1 q J .
The final result of this section shows that the normal series 1 q J u, for
1 F u F n q 1, coincides with the upper and the lower central series of
Ž .P q, e , and gives the nilpotence class and the derived length of the group.n
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.12. i The ith term Z P in the upper central series ofi n
Ž . ny iq1 Ž .P q, e is 1 q J , and so P q, e has nilpotence class n.n n
Ž . w u ¤ x uq¤ii If u and ¤ are positi¤e integers, then 1 q J , 1 q J s 1 q J .
i Ž .In particular, 1 q J is the ith term in the lower central series of P q, e .n
Ž . Ž .iii The deri¤ed length of P q, e is log n q 1 .Ž .n 2
Ž . Ž n.Proof. For i use induction on i. Since P r 1 q J ( P , it sufficesn ny1
Ž . nto show that Z P s 1 q J . We already know from Lemma 2.2 thatn
n Ž . n1 q J : Z P . Take any element s g P such that s f 1 q J , and so wen n
have s ’ 1 q a x u mod J uq1, for some integer u with u F n y 1. Now,u
Ž . w nyu xby Theorem 2.11 i , we see that s, 1 q J is a central hyperplane of
Ž . Ž .P q, e , and therefore s is not central in P q, e .n n
Ž . ŽFor ii we may assume that u q ¤ s n, and so u, ¤ F n y 1. If neces-
Ž uq¤q1 . . w xsary, we work in the factor group P r 1 q J . The fact that S , Sn u ¤
Ž . us S follows from Theorem 2.11 v , if we set T s 1 q J in the nota-uq¤
tion of that theorem. The statement concerning the lower central series
Ž .now follows easily, and ii is proved.
Ž . 2 iIt follows from ii that 1 q J is the ith term in the derived series of
Ž .P q, e , and so the derived length is the smallest positive integer d suchn
d Ž . Ž .that 2 G n q 1, or, equivalently, d G log n q 1 , and this proves iii .2
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3. CENTRALIZERS AND CONJUGACY CLASSES OF
Ž .ELEMENTS OF P q, en
Andrea Previtali was the first to discover a proof of the statements
Ž .mentioned in the Introduction concerning the sizes and locations of the
Ž .conjugacy classes of P q, e , and we thank him for allowing us to use thisn
result here in this paper. However, the proof that we present here,
although inspired by Previtali's proof, is due to Isaacs.
Suppose r g J y J 2. Then r i g J i y J iq1, and thus every element b g J
is uniquely of the form b s Ýb r i, where b g E and the sum runs overi i
1 F i F n. In particular, if a g J u y J uq1, then ar i lies in J uq i y J uq iq1
unless u q i ) n, in which case, of course, ar i s 0.
LEMMA 3.1. Let a g J u and b g E. Then ab ’ b s ua mod J uq1. In
w x Ž s u. uq1particular, we ha¤e b , a ’ b y b a mod J .
Proof. We write a ’ a x u mod J uq1 for a g E. It follows that
ab ’ a x ub s ab s ux u s b s ua x u ’ b s u a mod J uq1.
Thus
w x s u uq1b , a s ba y ab ’ b y b a mod J ,Ž .
as desired.
We begin by computing the centralizers in J of certain ``good'' elements
of J, namely elements whose centralizers extend outside of J 2.
LEMMA 3.2. Let a g J u y J uq1 and assume that a commutes with some
element r g J y J 2. Let b g J and write b as a polynomial in r, so that
n
ib s b r ,Ý i
is1
where b g E. Then b commutes with a if and only if b g F for all subscriptsi i
< Ž . < nyu eui such that i F n y u. In particular, C a s q q .J
Proof. Since a centralizes all polynomials in r with coefficients in F,
we can assume that some coefficient b of b does not lie in F and it is no¤
loss to assume that b s 0 for all subscripts i - ¤ . Our goal is to show thati
b commutes with a if and only if ¤ ) n y u.
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We have
n n
i iw x w xb , a s b r , a s b , a r ,Ý Ýi i
is¤ is¤
since a commutes with r i. For notational simplicity, we just write b s b .¤
w x Ž s u. uq1 w x ŽWe have b , a ’ b y b a mod J , and hence b, a ’ b y
s u. ¤ ¤quq1 u Ž . s ub ar mod J . Now s generates Gal ErF , and thus b y b /
w x ¤ ¤quq10. If b, a s 0, therefore, we deduce that ar ’ 0 mod J . Since
a g J u y J uq1 and r¤ g J ¤ y J ¤q1, we see that the only way that ar¤ can
¤quq1 w xlie in J is to have ¤ q u ) n. In other words, if b, a s 0, then
¤ q u ) n, as desired.
Conversely, if ¤ ) n y u, then ar¤ s 0 and J ¤quq1 s 0, and it follows
w xthat b, a s 0.
The next theorem tells us that all the elements of J are ``good.''
THEOREM 3.3. Let u be an integer with 1 F u F n and let s s 1 q a g P ,n
such that a g J u y J uq1. Then there exists an element r g J y J 2 such that
Ž . 2 nyu nyuq1 nC s s 1 q Fr q Fr q ??? qFr q Er q ??? qEr . HencePn
< Ž . < nyu euC s s q q , and so the conjugacy class of P containing s has sizeP nn
Ž ey1.nyuq .
Ž . nProof. Since Z P s 1 q J , by Corollary 2.12, we see that the state-n
ment of the theorem is true in case u s n, and so we may assume that
Ž . Ž . Ž .u - n. It is clear that C s s 1 q C s s 1 q C a , and so, by LemmaP J Jn
3.2, it suffices to prove the existence of an element r g J y J 2 that
commutes with a. Let X be the set of elements of J u y J uq1 that
centralize some element of J y J 2. We must show that X is the whole set
u uq1 < u < eŽnyuq1.J y J , and we do this by counting. Note that J s q , so
< u uq1 < eŽnyuq1. eŽnyu. eŽnyu. eJ y J s q y q s q q y 1 .Ž .
< < eŽnyu.Ž e .Our task, therefore, is to show that X s q q y 1 .
Given an element b g X, we can find an element r g J y J 2 that
commutes with b, and we use Lemma 3.2 to compute that
C b s Fr q Fr 2 q ??? qFr nyu q Er nyuq1 q ??? qEr n .Ž .J
Hence the number k of elements of J y J 2 centralizing b is given by
2 nyu eu nyuy1 eu euqnyuy1k s C b l J y J s q q y q q s q q y 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .J
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Now, given r g J y J 2, we see that
C r s Fr q Fr 2 q ??? qFr ny1 q Er n .Ž .J
The number h of elements in J u y J uq1 that centralize r is thus given by
u uq1 nyu e nyuy1 e nyuy1qeh s C r l J y J s q q y q q s q q y 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .J
Finally, we write
< 2 < ne Žny1.e neye em s J y J s q y q s q q y 1 .Ž .
< <Now mh and k X both equal the number of ordered pairs of elements
Ž . 2r, b , where r and b centralize each other, and where r g J y J and
u uq1 Ž .b g J y J . Note that all such elements b actually lie in X. We
compute that
mh q neye q e y 1 q nyuy1qe q y 1Ž . Ž .
neyeu e< <X s s s q q y 1 ,Ž .euqnyuy1k q q y 1Ž .
exactly as required.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.4. i The set of sizes of the conjugacy classes of P q, en
Ž ey1. i < 4is q i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 .
Ž . Ž u. Ž uq1.ii For each integer u with 1 F u F n, the set 1 q J y 1 q J
nyuŽ e . Ž . Ž ey1.nyuconsists of q q y 1 conjugacy classes of P q, e , each of size q .n
Ž . Ž . Ž n .Ž e . Ž .iii P q, e has 1 q q y 1 q y 1 r q y 1 conjugacy classes.n
Ž .Proof. Statement i follows immediately from Theorem 3.3. From
Ž .Theorem 3.3, we see that each conjugacy class of P q, e contained in then
Ž u. Ž uq1. Ž ey1.nyuset 1 q J y 1 q J has size q , and, therefore, the number
Ž .of conjugacy classes of P q, e in this set isn
u uq1 eŽnyu. e1 q J y 1 q J q q y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
nyu es s q q y 1 ,Ž .nyu nyue ey1q y 1Ž . qŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .and this proves ii . For iii , if we let u run from n to 1 in ii and include
the identity element which is contained in 1 q J nq1, we compute the
Ž .cardinality of the set Cl P of conjugacy classes of P asn n
e e 2 e ny1 eCl P s 1 q q y 1 q q q y 1 q q q y 1 q ??? qq q y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n
s 1 q 1 q q q q2 q ??? qq ny1 q e y 1Ž .Ž .
q n y 1 q e y 1Ž . Ž .
s 1 q ,
q y 1
as desired.
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Ž .4. THE IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS OF P q, en
The following lemma is rather technical and makes no explicit reference
Ž .to the groups P q, e , but is the key result behind the determination ofn
Ž Ž ..cd P q, e .n
LEMMA 4.1. Let P be a finite p-group with normal series Z : N : A : B
w x Ž .: P such that A, B s 1 and ArN : Z PrN and ArN is elementary
< < f Ž .abelian and P : B G p , where f G 1 is a fixed integer. Let l g Irr N be
Ž . Ž .linear and P-in¤ariant and let x g Irr P lie o¤er l, with Z › ker x .
< < fAssume that for e¤ery subgroup T such that B : T : P and T : B ) p , we
w x < <ha¤e Z : T , A . Then there exists a subgroup S with B : S : P and S : B
f Ž . P Ž .s p and there exists c g Irr S such that c s x and Z › ker c .
< < < < fProof. Induct on P : B . In case P : B s p we may take S s P and
< < fc s x , which satisfies the conclusion. Now assume that P : B ) p . If
Ž .A : Z x , then by setting T s P we obtain
w xZ : P , A : P , Z x : ker x ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .which is contrary to our hypotheses. Hence A › Z x , and since N : Z x
and ArN is elementary abelian, there exists a subgroup M such that1
< < Ž . Ž .N - M : A and M : N s p and M › Z x . Because ArN : Z PrN1 1 1
Ž .we have M e P. Take l g Irr M such that l lies over l and x lies1 1 1 1
w xover l . The condition A, B s 1 implies that A is abelian, and this1
Ž .forces l to be linear. Thus, since M › Z x , we see that l is not1 1 1
Ž .P-invariant, and so the orbit containing l in the action of P on Irr M1 1
has size larger than 1. But since l is P-invariant, the p irreducible
constituents of lM1, all of which are linear, and which include l , are a1
union of P-orbits. These p characters clearly form a single P-orbit.
Ž . < <Let S s I l be the inertia subgroup of l in P. Then P : S s p,1 P 1 1 1
because this index must be equal to the size of the P-orbit containing l .1
w xNote that B : S : P, since B centralizes A. By Theorem 6.11 in 2 , we1
Ž . Pmay choose x g Irr S lying over l , such that x s x .1 1 1 1
Ž .Now if Z : ker x , it would follow that1
Z : core ker x s ker x P s ker x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .P 1 1
Ž .and this is not the case. Hence Z › ker x . We now apply the inductive1
hypothesis to the group S with the normal series Z : M : A : B : S .1 1 1
Note that
f < < < < < < < <p - P : B s P : S S : B s p S : B ,1 1 1
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< < f w x Ž .and so S : B G p . We still have A, B s 1. Clearly ArM : Z S rM1 1 1 1
Ž .and ArM is elementary abelian. We have l g Irr M , which is linear1 1 1
Ž . Ž .and S -invariant, and also x g Irr S lying over l , with Z › ker x .1 1 1 1 1
Since S : P we see that any subgroup T satisfying B : T : S with1 1
< < f w xT : B ) p also satisfies B : T : P, and so we still have Z : T , A in
this situation. Thus all the hypotheses are satisfied, and by the inductive
< < fhypothesis, there exists a subgroup S such that B : S : S and S : B s p ,1
Ž . S1 Pand there exists c g Irr S such that c s x . But since x s x , we have1 1
P Ž .c s x . If Z : ker c , then it would follow as before that
Z : core c s ker c P s ker x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .P
Ž .which is not the case. Hence Z › ker c . The proof is complete.
nLEMMA 4.2. Let m and n be integers such that 1 F m - and suppose2
Ž m. Ž . Ž .x g Irr 1 q J such that Z P › ker x . Then there exists a subgroup Sn
mq 1 m < mq 1 <such that 1 q J : S : 1 q J and S : 1 q J s q, and there exists
Ž . 1qJ m Ž . ey1 Ž . Ž .c g Irr S such that c s x . In particular, x 1 s q c 1 and Z Pn
Ž .› ker c .
f Ž . nProof. Write q s p and recall that Z P s 1 q J . Considern
1 q J n : 1 q J nymq1 : 1 q J nym : 1 q J mq 1 : 1 q J m .
By Lemma 2.2, 1 q J nymq1 is central in 1 q J m, and so the restriction of
x to 1 q J nymq1 is a multiple of a linear character l. We apply Lemma
4.1 to the above normal series and the characters l and x . Note that for
mq 1 m < m <every subgroup T satisfying 1 q J : T : 1 q J and T : 1 q J ) q,
w nym x n Ž .we have T , 1 q J s 1 q J , by Theorem 2.11 v , and so the hypothe-
< m < ey1ses of Lemma 4.1 are indeed satisfied. The fact that 1 q J : S s q
ey1Ž . Ž .gives us x 1 s q c 1 .
Ž m.  Ž ey1.r24LEMMA 4.3. Let n s 2m be e¤en. Then cd 1 q J s 1, q , and
m m e Ž e . Žmy1.eq11 q J has exactly q linear characters and q y 1 q irreducible
characters of degree qŽ ey1.r2. Moreo¤er, for any irreducible character x of the
m Ž . Ž . Ž .group 1 q J , we ha¤e x 1 s 1 if and only if Z P : ker x .n
m mq1 Ž .Proof. Write A s 1 q J and B s 1 q J and recall that Z P sn
n < < Žmq1.e < < m e1 q J . Note that A s q and B s q , and by Lemma 2.2, B is
central in A. For each element t g A y B, we see by Theorem 3.3 that
Ž . 2 nym nymq1 nC t s 1 q Fr q Fr q ??? qFr q Er q ??? qEr , for some el-Pn 2 Ž . mq 1 mq2 nement r g J y J , and so C t s 1 q Fr q Er q ??? qEr .A
< Ž . < m eq1Therefore C t s q , and so the A-conjugacy class containing t hasA
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size q ey1. Hence the number of A-conjugacy classes in A y B is
< < e m eA y B q y 1 qŽ .
e Žmy1.eq1s s q y 1 q ,Ž .ey1 ey1q q
< Ž . < m e Ž e . Žmy1.eq1 w x Ž .and so Irr A s q q q y 1 q . By Lemma 2.2, A, A : Z P ,n
Ž . m e Ž Ž ..and so ArZ P is abelian of order q . Hence Irr ArZ P consists ofn n
m e  Ž . < Ž . Ž .4exactly q linear characters. Now let T s x g Irr A Z P › ker xn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and let x g T. Since Z x rker x is cyclic and Z P : Z x , it followsn
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .that 1 - Z P r ker x l Z P is cyclic. But Z P is elementary abelian,n n n
< Ž . Ž . Ž . <and this forces Z P : ker x l Z P s p, where p is the unique primen n
divisor of q. Hence there exists a central hyperplane H such that H :
Ž . Ž .ker x l Z P . By Theorem 2.11 there exists an element s g A y B, forn
which we may write s ’ 1 q a x m mod J mq 1 for some nonzero element
w x w Ž . xa g E, and such that s, A s S a , A s H.m
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since S a : A, this gives us S a rH : Z ArH . Now we may viewm m
Ž . w xx g Irr ArH , and by Corollary 2.30 in 2 we have
2 ey1x 1 F ArH : Z ArH F A : S a s q .Ž . Ž . Ž .m
Now because the order of the group A is equal to the sum of the squares
of its irreducible character degrees, we have
2Žmq1.e m e< <q s A s q q x 1 ,Ž .Ý
xgT
and so
2m e e ey1 m e eq q y 1 s x 1 F q s q q y 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
xgT xgT
Ž ey1.r2Ž .forcing equality throughout. Therefore x 1 s q for all x g T.
Ž .THEOREM 4.4. Let x be a nonprincipal irreducible character of P q, e .n
Ž . Ž Ž ey1.r2 . i Ž . Ž . Ž .Then x 1 s q if and only if Z P : ker x and Z Pny iy1 n nyi n
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ey1.r2 . i < 4› ker x . Moreo¤er, cd P q, e s q i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 , andn
Ž .the number of nonprincipal irreducible characters of P q, e of degreen
Ž Ž ey1.r2 . i iŽ e .q is q q y 1 , for 0 F i F n y 1.
Proof. We work by induction on n. The case n s 1 is clear since P is1
abelian. In case n s 2 it suffices to apply Lemma 4.3 with n s 2 and
 Ž . < Ž . Ž .4m s 1. Now assume that n ) 2. Write T s x g Irr P Z P › ker xn n
Ž .  Ž . < 4 Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .and cd T s x 1 x g T . Note that cd P s cd P rZ P j cd T .n n n
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Ž .But we recall that P rZ P ( P and so the inductive hypothesisn n ny1
gives
iŽ ey1.r2cd P rZ P s q i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 2 ,Ž .Ž . Ž .½ 5n n
Ž < Ž .. iŽ e .and that Irr P Z P consists of exactly q q y 1 nonprincipal irre-n n
Ž Ž ey1.r2 . iducible characters of degree q , for 0 F i F n y 2. It remains only
Ž .to determine cd T with multiplicities.
n y 1 iWrite k s and let Q s 1 q J for 1 F i F n. Choose x arbitrar-i2
ily from T. To compute the degree of x , our approach will be to construct
a certain chain of subgroups
Q : S : Q : S : Q : ??? : S : Q : S : Q s P ,kq1 k k ky1 ky1 2 2 1 1 n
Ž . Ž .and to obtain irreducible characters x g Irr Q and c g Irr S , suchi i i i
Qi Ž .that c s x while x is an irreducible constituent of c , fori i iq1 i Qiq1
Ž .1 F i F k, and such that Z P does not lie in the kernel of any of thesen
2k q 1 characters.
We now give the construction. First let x s x . It suffices to show how1
to construct the subgroup S and the characters c and x , assuming wei i iq1
already have x in hand, where 1 F i F k. We apply Lemma 4.2 to x ,i i
taking m s i in the notation of that lemma. This gives us a subgroup Si
Ž . < <and a character c g Irr S , such that Q : S : Q and S : Q s qi i iq1 i i i iq1
Qi Ž . Ž .and c s x and Z P › ker c . Next, we simply choose x as ani i n i iq1
Ž . Ž . Ž .irreducible constituent of c with the property that Z P › ker x .i Q n iq1iq1
Because of the relationships among these characters, we have
x 1 F c 1 and q ey1c 1 s x 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iq1 i i i
ey1 Ž . Ž .for 1 F i F k. Combining these relations, we obtain q x 1 F x 1 .iq1 i
Ž ey1.k Ž . Ž . Ž ey1.k Ž .This implies that q x 1 F x 1 , and so q divides x 1 .kq1 1 1
Žny1.Ž ey1.r2 Ž .We show that in fact q divides x 1 , and from the definition1
of k, this is clearly true in case n is odd. Assume n s 2m is even. We have
n y 2 Ž . Ž .k s s m y 1. Note that x g Irr Q , and because Z P ›kq1 m n2
Ž . Ž . Ž ey1.r2ker x , Lemma 4.3 applies and tells us that x 1 s q . Hencekq1 kq1
x 1 G qŽ ey1.kqŽ ey1.r2 s qŽ ey1.ŽŽ ny2.r2.qŽ ey1.r2 s qŽŽny1.r2.Ž ey1. ,Ž .1
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Ž .as desired. Using Corollary 3.4 iii , we find that
e ny1< <T s Irr P y Irr P s q y 1 q .Ž . Ž . Ž .n ny1
Therefore, because the order of the group is equal to the sum of the
squares of its irreducible character degrees, we have
2en eŽny1.< <q s P s q q x 1 ,Ž .Ýn
xgT
and so
2e eŽny1. Žny1.Ž ey1. e eŽny1.q y 1 q s x 1 G q s q y 1 q ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
xgT xgT
Ž . Žny1.Ž ey1.r2and this forces equality throughout. Hence x 1 s q for each
Ž < Ž ..x g Irr P Z P , and this completes the proof.n n
5. ADJOINING THE GALOIS GROUP
Ž .In this section we investigate a particular extension group of P q, en
and its character degrees. We have seen that the cyclic group C of order
Ž e . Ž .c s q y 1 r q y 1 , which is a multiplicative group consisting of ele-
Ž .ments of the field E, acts on P q, e in a Frobenius action. From ourn
Ž . w xknowledge of cd P obtained in Section 4, along with Theorem 6.34 in 2 ,n
we deduce
iŽ ey1.r2 4cd P C s 1 j c q i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 .Ž . Ž .½ 5n
It is also not hard to compute the multiplicities of each of the character
degrees of P C, from the knowledge of the multiplicities of the variousn
character degrees of P .n
Addition and multiplication in the ring R are defined in terms of the
operations in the field E and in terms of the field automorphism s of E.
Ž .Every automorphism t g Aut E commutes with s , and therefore t
induces an automorphism of the ring R, and hence an automorphism of
the group R=, defined by letting t act in its usual way on each of the
coefficients of each element of R. The fact that t and s commute is
needed for the action of t to respect the identity xa s a s x, for all a g E,
which is fundamental to the multiplication in R. In this way, the group
Ž . ² :G s Gal ErF s s , which is cyclic of order e, acts via automorphisms
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on the subgroup
2 nP C s g q a x q a x q ??? qa x a g E, g g C 4n 1 2 n i
of R=. Thus we now have the group P CG, which has order q ence.n
The main objective of this section is to compute the set of irreducible
character degrees of the group P CG, under the additional assumptionn
that e is prime, but we shall not assume that e is prime until Theorem 5.5.
= = Ž .Since C : E and C l F s 1, we see that G s Gal ErF acts without
< <fixed points on C. In case G s e is prime, this is a Frobenius action.
Ž .As a first step toward computing cd P CG , we shall determine then
number of G-invariant irreducible characters of P . Because G is a cyclicn
Ž w x.group, a theorem of R. Brauer Theorem 6.32 in 2 tells us that the
number of G-fixed conjugacy classes of P is equal to the number ofn
G-fixed irreducible characters of P , and so we shall count the former ton
obtain the latter. The first lemma of this section tells us that any pair of
Ž . Ž .elements of P q, e that are conjugate inside P q, e share the samen n
lowest-order nonzero nonconstant coefficient, a fact which will be useful in
Ž .determining which conjugacy classes of P q, e are G-invariant.n
Ž . u uq1LEMMA 5.1. Let 1 / s g P q, e and write s ’ 1 q a x mod J , forn
Ž . unonzero a g E. Then e¤ery conjugate t of s in P q, e satisfies t ’ 1 q a xn
mod J uq1.
Ž . uq1Proof. By Corollary 2.12, s is central in P q, e modulo 1 q J , andn
uq1so any conjugate of s is unchanged modulo 1 q J .
Ž . uRecall from Section 2 the definition of the groups S a s 1 q Fa x qu
uq1 Ž .J , where 1 F u F n and 0 / a g E. Because it is central in P q, en
uq1 Ž .modulo the normal subgroup 1 q J , we see that S a is normal inu
Ž . Ž . u uq1P q, e . Thus S 1 s 1 q Fx q J is a normal G-invariant subgroupn u
Ž . uq1 Ž . uof P q, e , and it satisfies the conditions 1 q J : S 1 : 1 q J andn u
< Ž . uq1 < < u Ž . < ey1S 1 : 1 q J s q and 1 q J : S 1 s q . For all integers u suchu u
Ž u. Ž .that 1 F u F n, therefore, we see that each of 1 q J y S 1 andu
Ž . Ž uq1.S 1 y 1 q J is a union of P -conjugacy classes, and because inu n
addition all of these normal subgroups are union of P -conjugacy classes,n
and because in addition all of these normal subgroups are G-invariant,
Ž u. Ž . Ž . Ž uq1.each of 1 q J y S 1 and S 1 y 1 q J is a union of G-orbits inu u
its action on the set of conjugacy classes of P .n
The next two lemmas describe exactly which conjugacy classes of ele-
Ž .ments of P q, e are G-invariant, and this will allow us to count thesen
G-invariant classes easily.
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LEMMA 5.2. Let K be a conjugacy class of elements of P , such thatn
Ž u. Ž .K : 1 q J y S 1 for some integer u such that 1 F u F n. Then K is notu
fixed by G.
Proof. Take an element s g K and write s s 1 q a x u q y, where
uq1 ² :y g J and a g E y F. If K were fixed by G s s , it would then
follow that ss s 1 q a s x u q y s g K, with y s g J uq1. But since a s / a ,
this would contradict Lemma 5.1.
Ž .LEMMA 5.3. Let K be a conjugacy class of elements of P q, e , such thatn
Ž . Ž uq1.K : S 1 y 1 q J for some integer u such that 1 F u F n. Then K isu
fixed by G.
² : ² u:Proof. Take any element s g K. Since G s s s s , showing that
s u Ž .the elements s and s are conjugate in P q, e would be sufficient forn
proving that K is G-invariant. Let us write
s s 1 q a x u q ??? qa x n s 1 q ax u ,u n
where a s a q a x q ??? qa x nyu. By hypothesis we have 0 / a g F,u uq1 n u
and so a is fixed by the field automorphism s . Note thatu
ss
u s 1 q as ux u s 1 q x ua.
We seek an element t s 1 q b g P that conjugates s to ss u. Sincen
st s 1 q ax u 1 q b s 1 q b q a q abs u x uŽ . Ž . Ž .
and
tss
u s 1 q b 1 q as ux u s 1 q b q as u q bas u x u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
it suffices to produce an element b g J such that a q abs u s as u q bas u.
y1Ž .We take b s a a y a , and from this we haveu u
u s u u us y1 y1 s y1 sa q ab s a q aa a y a s a q a aa y a s a aaŽ .u u u u
and
as
u q bas u s as u q ay1 a y a as u s as u q ay1aas u y as u s ay1aas u .Ž .u u u u
These two quantities are equal, as desired.
Ž . nTHEOREM 5.4. P q, e has q G-in¤ariant irreducible characters.n
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let Irr P and Cl P respectively denote the set of G-in-G n G n
variant irreducible characters and the set of G-invariant conjugacy classes
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of the group P . By Corollary 3.4, if K is a nonidentity conjugacy class ofn
Ž u. Ž uq1. < < Žnyu.Ž ey1.P such that K : 1 q J y 1 q J , then K s q for 1 F un
< Ž . uq1 < Žnyu.eŽ .F n. But S 1 : 1 q J s q q y 1 , and so the number of conju-u
Ž . Ž uq1.gacy classes of P that are contained in S 1 y 1 q J isn u
qŽnyu.e q y 1Ž .
nyus q q y 1 ,Ž .Žnyu.Ž ey1.q
and each of these classes is G-fixed, by Lemma 5.3. Including the identity
element, we compute the number of G-fixed conjugacy classes of P asn
Cl PŽ .G n
n
nyu ny1 ns 1 q q q y 1 s 1 q q y 1 q q ??? qq q 1 s q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
us1
w x < Ž . <Finally, because G is cyclic, Theorem 6.32 in 2 tells us that Irr P sG n
n< Ž . <Cl P s q , as desired.G n
At this point we would like to mention that in the special case where the
characteristic p of the field E does not divide e, a much simpler proof of
Theorem 5.4 is available, and the computations in the proof of Theorem
5.3 can be avoided. This simpler proof is as follows. Since G acts on Pn
Ž < < < <.with gcd G , P s 1, the number of G-invariant irreducible characters ofn
P is equal to the number of irreducible characters of the group of G-fixedn
elements of P . Next observe thatn
2 nC G s 1 q a x q a x q ??? qa x a g FŽ .  4P 1 2 n in
n nis abelian of order q , and so Irr P s Irr C G s C G s q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G n P Pn n
In the following main result for this section, we need to make the
additional assumption that e is prime.
Ž .  4THEOREM 5.5. Let e be prime. Then cd P CG s 1, e jn
 Ž Ž ey1.r2 . i < 4c q i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 . Also, e¤ery nonlinear irreducible character
of P C extends to P CG.n n
Ž .Proof. Since CG is a Frobenius group we see that cd P CGrP sn n
Ž .  4cd CG s 1, e . Now it remains to consider the irreducible characters of
P CG lying over the nonprincipal characters of P . We know that P C is an n n
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normal subgroup of prime index e in P CG, and thus each irreduciblen
character of P CG either restricts irreducibly to P C or its restriction is an n
sum of e distinct characters. It thus suffices to show that G fixes each
irreducible character of P C whose kernel does not contain P , and forn n
this it is enough to show that each C-orbit of nonprincipal characters of Pn
contains a chracter fixed by G.
Let D denote the set of all nonprincipal G-invariant irreducible charac-
< < nters of P . Note that D s q y 1, by Theorem 5.4. Observe that then
< <C s c subsets
g g < 4D s x x g D for g g C
are pairwise disjoint. To see this, note that if c g Dg l Dd for elements g
and d in C, then it follows that P Gg and P Gd are contained inn n
Ž . < <I s I c . But since I l P C s P , we have P CG : I G c, and thisP CG n n nn
forces P Gg s I s P Gd, which implies Gg s Gd, and so g s d , since G isn n
a Frobenius comlement in CG.
Ž . < Ž .  4 < Ž n .Ž e . ŽBy Corollary 3.4 iii , we have Irr P y 1 s q y 1 q y 1 r q yn Pn
. Ž n .1 s q y 1 c, and so by counting we see that
Irr P y 1 s Dg , 4Ž . Dn Pn
ggC
where the union is disjoint. Hence the C-conjugates of the set D cover
Ž .  4Irr P y 1 , as desired.n Pn
Ž .6. THE NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF P p, en
It is not often that one can describe all the normal subgroups of a large
Ž .p-group. We accomplish this for the group P q, e , however, in the specialn
f Žcase where the prime power q s p is actually a prime. To emphasize
.this, we shall use p rather than q in the notation throughout this section.
Ž .Of course we continue to assume the conditions gcd e, n! s 1 and
Ž . Ž .gcd e, p y 1 s 1. Which normal subgroups of P p, e are evident to us,n
with our knowledge up to this point of the group's structure? We know its
upperrlower central series and we know that each of these central factors
is elementary abelian of order pe, and this already provides us with the
Ž .knowledge of many normal subgroups. Every subgroup H of P p, e suchn
uq1 u Ž .that 1 q J : H : 1 q J , for some 1 F u F n, is normal in P p, e ,n
and these normal subgroups will be called tame, because they are easy to
Ž .see. The tame normal subgroups are plentiful in P p, e , and countingn
these amounts to counting the total number of subspaces in the e-dimen-
sional vector space over the field of order p, for each of the n central
Ž . Ž .factors of P p, e . It is clear that all the normal subgroups of P p, e aren 1
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Ž .tame. Any normal subgroups of P p, e which are not tame will be calledn
Ž .wild. The surprising fact is that the only wild normal subgroups of P p, en
turn out to be kernels of nonlinear irreducible characters of the group.
The first lemma of this section provides basic information concerning
Ž .the exponent of the group P p, e . Analogues of both statements in thisn
lemma hold in the more general situation where q is a prime power that
might not be prime.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6.1. i If p G n q 1, then the group P p, e has exponent p.n
nŽ .ii Let m be an integer such that - m F n. Then the subgroup2
m Ž .1 q J of P p, e is elementary abelian.n
Ž . Ž .Proof. i An arbitrary element of P p, e has the form 1 q xa, forn
some element a g R. Since the ring R has characteristic p, we have
p p p nq11 q xa s 1 q xa g 1 q J : 1 q J s 1,Ž . Ž .
as desired.
Ž . m n mii Given elements s s 1 q a x q ??? qa x and t s 1 q b xm n m
q ??? qb x n in 1 q J m with coefficients in the field E, their product isn
st s 1 q a q b x m q ??? q a q b x nŽ . Ž .m m n n
q terms of degree larger than n ,
Žsince 2m G n q 1. But the terms of degree larger than n vanish because
nq1 . mx s 0 , and so multiplication in the subgroup 1 q J amounts to
adding the corresponding nonconstant coefficients. Now the fact that the
additive group of the field E is elementary abelian forces the subgroup
m1 q J to be elementary abelian.
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ey1.r2 . i < 4Theorem 4.4 says that cd P p, e s p i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 .n
Ž .The following result proves the existence assuming n G 2 of wild normal
Ž .subgroups of P p, e , provided that n and p are not both equal to 2.n
Ž Ž ..THOREM 6.2. Let n G 2 and let x g Irr P p, e be nonlinear. Thenn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ey1.r2ker x is a wild subgroup of P p, e , unless p s 2 and x 1 s 2 .n
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.4, since x is nonlinear, we see that
Ž . Ž Ž ey1.r2.. ix 1 s p for some integer i such that 1 F i F n y 1, and that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Z P : ker x , while Z P › ker x . We work in the factorny iy1 n nyi n
Ž . Ž .group P rZ P which is naturally isomorphic to P , and son nyiy1 n iq1
Ž .possibly after renaming n we may assume that i s n y 1, and this gives
Ž . Ž Ž ey1.r2 .ny1 Ž . Ž .us x 1 s p and Z P › ker x .n
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Ž . Ž . Ž .To show that ker x is wild, it suffices to show that ker x › Z Pn
Ž n Ž ..since 1 q J s Z P , and we prove this by contradiction. Suppose thatn
Ž . Ž .ker x : Z P . This inclusion cannot be an equality and so we haven
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ker x - Z P : Z x . Because Z x rker x is cyclic and Z P isn n
Ž . Ž .elementary abelian, we see that Z P rker x is cyclic of order p, andn
Ž . Ž .thus ker x is a central hyperplane of P because q s p . Hence byn
Ž . Ž . Ž . < Ž . <Lemma 2.11 there exists SrZ P : Z P rZ P , such that S : Z P s pn 2 n n n
w x Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..and P , S s ker x . Therefore Srker x : Z P rker x sn n
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .Z x rker x , and so Srker x is cyclic of order p with S : Z P . But2 n
Ž . Ž . ny1if n G 3, we know from Lemma 6.1 ii that Z P s 1 q J is elemen-2 n
tary abelian, and this would contradict what we know about S. Hence we
Ž .may assume that n s 2. If p G 3, then p G n q 1, and Lemma 6.1 i
implies that P has exponent p, again contradicting the above information2
Ž ey1.r2Ž .about S. Therefore n s p s 2 and x 1 s 2 .
Next we describe the kernels of irreducible characters of degree 2Ž ey1.r2.
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž ey1.r2THEOREM 6.3. Let x g Irr P 2, e such that x 1 s 2 . Thenn
Ž . Ž .ker x is a tame subgroup of P 2, e .n
Ž . Ž .Proof. By Theorem 4.4 we see that Z P : ker x , and so we mayny2 n
Ž .assume that n s 2. We will show that ker x is a central hyperplane of
Ž .P 2, e , and this will be sufficient for proving the theorem. Take the2
² Ž .: < < eq1element s s 1 q x g P and let S s s, Z P . Note that S s 2 .2 2
Ž .Recall from Theorem 2.11 i that
2 2 ew x w xP , S s P , s s 1 q a y a x a g E s GF 2 s HŽ . Ž . 42 2
Ž .is a central hyperplane. Note that SrH : Z P rH , and from Theorem2
Ž . Ž .2.11 v it follows that SrH s Z P rH .2
ŽWe claim that SrH is a cyclic group which distinguishes this case from
. < <that of Theorem 6.2 . Since S : H s 4, we can prove this by showing that
2 Ž .Ž . 2s s 1 q x 1 q x s 1 q x f H, and for this it is enough to show that
2 Ž e.the equation 1 s a y a has no solution in GF 2 . But any solution a
Ž . 2would satisfy the polynomial f X s X q X q 1, which is irreducible
Ž .over the prime subfield F s GF 2 , and would give us the situation
Ž . < Ž . < < <F : F a : E with F a : F s 2 dividing E : F s e, and this cannot
happen because e is odd. Hence SrH is cyclic, as claimed.
Recall from the comments following Theorem 2.11 that the group C
Ž . Ž .transitively permutes the set of ordered pairs S, H where Z P : S : P2 2
< Ž . < w xwith S : Z P s 2 and H s P , S is the corresponding central hyper-2 2
Ž .plane. Therefore SrH s Z P rH is cyclic of order 4 for all such pairs.2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since ker x l Z P is a central hyperplane, we may assume that ker x2
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Ž . Ž .l Z P s H. Because Z P rH is cyclic, P rH has a unique minimal2 2 2
Ž . Ž .normal subgroup, and this must be P rH 9 s Z P rH. Therefore every2 2
nonlinear irreducible character of P rH is faithful, and so, because x is2
Ž . Ž .nonlinear with H : ker x , we conclude that H s ker x .
Ž .We now know that kernels of nonlinear irreducible characters of P p, en
Ž .provide us with a source of wild subgroups of P p, e , assuming thatn
n G 2 and that p and n are not both equal to 2. The following theorem
Ž .shows that these are the only wild subgroups of P p, e , and in effectn
Ž .completes our search for the full set of normal subgroups of P p, e .n
Ž .THEOREM 6.4. Let n G 2 and let W be a wild subgroup of P p, e . Thenn
Ž . Ž Ž ..W s ker x for some nonlinear x g Irr P p, e .n
Ž .Proof. We choose i maximal such that Z P : W, and we work in thei n
Ž . Ž .factor group P rZ P . Thus possibly after renaming n we may assumen i n
Ž . Ž .that Z P › W. Hence 1 - W Z P rW e P rW, and so there exists x gn n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Irr P rW such that Z P › ker x . Theorem 4.4 now asserts that x 1n n
Žny1.Ž ey1.r2 Ž . Ž . Ž .s p ) 1. Write H s Z P l ker x and note that H - Z P .n n
Ž .Since Z P rH is isomorphic to a subgroup of the cyclic groupn
Ž . Ž . Ž .Z x rker x and since Z P itself is elementary abelian, we see thatn
< Ž . <Z P : H s p, which says that H is a central hyperplane of P .n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .We now show that Z x : Z P . Assuming this is false, Z x contains2 n
Ž . ny1an element s f Z P s 1 q J , and if we let K denote the conjugacy2 n
Ž . < < 2 ey2class of P containing s, then Corollary 3.4 ii implies that K ) p .n
Ž .  4 Ž . 2 ey1Since Z x e P we have 1 j K : Z x , and this implies that p Fn
< Ž . < < Ž . < m w xZ x . Define m by Z x s p . Then by Corollary 2.30 in 2 , we have
2Žny1.Ž ey1. neymp s x 1 F P : Z x s p .Ž . Ž .n
Ž .Ž .Hence n y 1 e y 1 F ne y m and this gives us m F n q e y 1. Thus
2 ey1 m nqey1p F Z x s p F p ,Ž .
and so we have 2 e y 1 F n q e y 1, and this implies that e F n. But the
Ž .conditions gcd e, n! s 1 and e G 2 together imply that n - e, and this is a
Ž . Ž .contradiction and proves that Z x : Z P , as desired.2 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Next we show that Z x rH : Z P rH . Since Z x : Z P , whilen 2 n
the upper and lower central series of P coincide, it follows thatn
P , Z x : P , Z P s Z P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n 2 n n
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w Ž .x Ž .and because P , Z x : ker x we see thatn
P , Z x : ker x l Z P s H ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
as desired.
Ž . Ž . Ž .We now determine Z P rH . Since H : Z P , we have Z P rH :n n n
Ž .Z P rH. In view of the comments following Theorem 2.11, there exists a2 n
Ž . Ž . < Ž . <unique subgroup S such that Z P : S : Z P and S : Z P s p andn 2 n n
w x Ž . Ž .S, P s H. Moreover, for each element t g Z P y S, Theorem 2.11 vn 2 n
w² : x Ž . Ž .asserts that S, t , P s Z P , and so we conclude that Z P rH s SrH.n n n
Ž . Ž . < < eq1We now have W : ker x - Z x : S and S s p . To finish the
< < e Ž .proof, it suffices to show that W G p . Since W is wild, we have W › Z P ,n
and so W contains a noncentral element r of P . If we let L denote then
< < ey1conjugacy class of P containing r, we see by Corollary 3.4 that L G p .n
 4 < < eSince W is normal we have 1 j L : W, and this forces W G p , as
desired.
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